
A letter to the Members
Of the APWU Nashville Local 5 +

From Cassie Williams, Vice President



Open letter to the membership,

These are challenging times for postal workers attempting to enforce 
their rights under the Union contract and while working my bid job, I 
am often asked to help with grievances from both my co-workers and 
stewards. I have tried as much as I can but have found it harder and 
harder to do so under our current Local Union administration.

Focusing on my duties mandated by our local Constitution, Vice 
President -a position I vehemently ran on, has also become most 
difficult if not impossible. Hardships have been created for me as I try 
to overcome obstacles that are preventing me from doing my job as VP 
to the best of my abilities.



Nashville Local 5 
Constitution:
Document 1 is the job description of the Vice 
President where it clearly states the VP 
processes all appeals to step 3 and 4 from 
our local. You may hear from some that this 
is simply putting postage on an envelope and 
making copies. That is ridiculous. The 
membership did not mandate these critical 
duties as the last chance to perfect 
grievances as they leave the local to be 
performed by the VP to have it reduced to 
placing the information presented by the 
step two steward in an envelope and 
applying postage. Nor with my training and 
experience was applying postage the job I 
ran for and was elected to. I have heard 
claims that my predecessor did exactly that 
only copying and applying postage. If that is 
the case I can only say I take my 
responsibilities under the constitution much 
more seriously. 



Document  2 is an email from President Pullen to Nita Fournier (USPS Tennessee District Labor Relations Manager) 
where he shockingly informs management that I am not a steward anywhere! While processing grievances for 
Step 3 appeal I routinely discover missing information, information requested but not provided and arguments 
that need to added with supporting documentation to the grievance file in order to give grievances the best 
chance at being successful for the membership. Having had my information requests related to working on these 
appeals suddenly denied by management I was pursuing action against management for impeding and preventing 
grievance work by the union. That is when I was given President Pullen’s email with his instructions to the USPS 
that I am not a steward in any capacity. This instruction is a direct violation of our constitution by the president. In 
Article 17 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) it mandates the local president will provide a list of 
stewards to management. He is the only person who can authorize stewards for Nashville Local #5. By refusing to 
add me to this list in any way he removes any ability I must process step 3 and 4 appeals because only a steward 
can process these appeals. Refusing to follow the direct instructions of the membership memorialized in our 
constitution is an insubordinate and unconscionable act. This is not the full damage to his missed guided and 
reckless attack on his VP. I have been doing my job processing step 3 and 4 appeals. By informing management 
that effective September 25, 2017 I am not a steward in any way he gives management the ability to have any 
grievance I appealed after that date thrown out because it is procedurally deficient!!! (This email is the same as if 
President Pullen sent a statement to management that he agrees a whole bunch of grievances have exceeded 
time limits or were filed by the wrong steward!) 



Document 2:Email from 
President Pullen to Labor 
Manager Fournier:
Recently I was given proof by 
management that the root 
cause of this harassment 
was not by the USPS but our 
very own elected officers of 
the APWU Local 5.



While he mentions step three appeals in his email he cannot split the baby in this manner. To appeal step three 
grievances you have to be a steward. His wanting to inform management of my duties of appealing grievances 
while intentionally and deliberately keeping me off the stewards list is in direct conflict with Article 17 of the CBA. 
Our constitution gives the right to name Clerk Craft stewards to the Clerk Craft Director but his selections hold zero 
weight with management. Only the President’s stewards list will be recognized by the USPS and the President has 
the responsibility to include as a minimum to his stewards list the VP for step 2 grievances in all crafts as I appeal 
all crafts grievances to step 3 and 4. I must note I find it offensive to our Maintenance and Motor Vehicle Craft 
members that in President Pullen’s email he only lists Clerk Craft omitting the other crafts.  As far as President 
Pullen trying to work together with management to do the right thing, all this email does is work with 
management to harass and prevent an elected union officer from doing her job and put many grievances at risk 
affecting many of our members. I am sure management looks forward to working together more like this in the 
future.



Document #3 is management informing President Pullen that his prior instructions that under no 
circumstances is Cassie Williams a steward has the consequence of making me ineligible to process 
appeals to step three and step four. The local unions constitution specifically gives these duties to 
me as Vice President. Article 17 mandates the local President authorizes all stewards from the local 
by providing a list to management. President Pullen did not authorize Cassie Williams as a steward 
on this list and emailed management stating he intentionally and willfully did not authorize me as a 
steward. This puts all step 3 and 4 grievances appealed by me at risk of being thrown out because I 
am not a steward authorized to process grievances by president Pullen. While our constitution 
states the Craft Director under the advice of the president chooses stewards for their craft, this 
cannot be in conflict with Articles 15 and 17 and does not relieve the president of his obligation 
under Article 17 to place all persons processing grievances on the stewards list he provides to 
management. 



Document #3





!

When I finally understand that 
my president was responsible 
for interfering with me 
performing the VP duties I 
confront Keith with his actions.

He pretends to not 
understand or is clueless 
as to the consequences of 
his actions as president of 
our local.



Latest update: Labor still has no certification

I believe the membership has a right to know 
the actions affecting their union. Thank you for 
reading.

In solidarity,

Cassie Williams


